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Harry Secombe’s Coat of Arms
There can’t be many old Dy’vorians
who can claim to have their own Coat
of Arms, but our very own Sir Harry
Secombe can.
In a recent edition of The Oldie
magazine the following account was
given by Patric Dickinson the recently
retired Clarenceux King of Arms of the
College of Arms:
Dealing with Sir Harry Secombe,
all-round entertainer and former Goon
was a particular delight. Secombe’s
armorial achievement is full of the
punning imagery that has long been a
feature of heraldry. The shield contains
wavy blue lines between two green
flaunches which suggest respectively
the sea and a valley (or combe), thus
providing a play on his name.

A similar service is provided by the
mermaid in the upper part of the
shield, drawing a comb through her
hair. She is balanced by a triton, shown
blowing a conch, in allusion to
Secombe’s singing skills. The swan in
the crest adds a further musical
reference; in association with the
marine aspects of the shield, it also
gives a nod to his birthplace, Swansea.
Rather more straightforward is the
sword, indicative of his military service
(he joined up as a regular soldier before
the war) and his work for the Army
Benevolent Fund which helped earn
him his knighthood. No explanation is
needed for the mask of comedy tied to
the sword. The motto, GO ON is
deliberately ambiguous. Interesting?
Stuart Batcup
November 2021
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News

President’s Award
The annual President’s Award of £1500
has for the second year been made to the
Student Support Fund at UWTSD in
order to benefit as many students as
possible during what has been another
challenging year for them. The intention
is to revert to the original plan and
support individual students in 2022.
It is pleasing to report that student Lee
Davies, who received an award in 2019,
has this year achieved a 1st Class
Honours degree in Graphic Design.
We have extended our congratulations
to Lee and wish him well for the future.

Annual Reunion Dinner - Third
Time Lucky!
The Dinner, held at the Village Hotel in
November, was attended by approximately 110 members and guests.
All agreed it was good to meet old
friends and colleagues in a relaxed
atmosphere; a small step towards
getting ‘back to normal’ in so many
ways.
The dinner was an informal affair;
Stuart Batcup and Keith Ferguson
welcomed everyone and Rev. John
Walters reflected briefly on the
members who sadly are no longer with
us before saying grace. With the brief
formalities over the rest of the evening
was free to enjoy the meal and
company.
Grateful thanks are extended to Keith
Ferguson and Jeff Vaughan for
organising the event and to committee
member Rob Mitchell for taking
photographs, see a selection on page
15. For more photographs go to:
Annual Dinner Photos

Sad news

In Memoriam
William Wagstaff 1947-54
Noel Cox 1948-1955 (Son of Brinley, teacher,
and twin brother of Allan)

Ken Sharpe 1953-61

Ken Sharpe, ODA stalwart and ODA
Balconiers Day organiser, passed away
in July, 2021, after a long illness.
He will be sadly missed, especially by
those who enjoyed the annual event at
St Helens Cricket Ground.

Barrie George 1959-65
Leslie Hughes 1959-66
Graham Davies (English Teacher in the 1960s)
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The Poetry of
Dr Rowan Williams

popular programme featuring modern
poets, writers and artists.
The venue, the Art Shop and Chapel,
is run by Pauline Griffiths, the wife of
another Old Dy’vorian, Alun Griffiths.
Pauline brings together a growing
number of varied events supporting
the Arts in their visual, spoken and
performed nature at her Chapel venue,
formerly the Bethany Baptist Chapel
on Market Street.
Rowan read with great distinction,
and related details of his background
and career, which at times has not
been without its challenges and, on
occasions, some controversy, but

Art lovers in the wider Abergavenny
Area, particularly those with a
literature leaning, were delighted to
welcome Old Boy and distinguished
past President of our Association,
Rowan Williams, Lord Oystermouth,
as guest to an eclectic evening of poems
and other literary works written and
read by one of our most celebrated
ODA’s, the former Archbishop of
Canterbury. Rowan was in the
company of Alastair Laurence, the
well-known Cambridge film maker and
author, who hosts a series of monthly
literary evenings as part of his
‘Conversations at the Chapel’ a
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Following the proceedings, Rowan
was entertained to a light supper at the
Angel Hotel before making a ‘Budgie’
sprint to the railway station, with
moments to spare, for his return home
to Cardiff.
A memorable night for all concerned.

which provide the platform for his
continuing work.
The evening centred on his poetry and a
wide ranging number of aspects were
explored by Alastair during their stage
conversation, which included selected
recitals by Rowan of his work. Questions
from the floor, over a very wide spectrum,
were responded to with both sensitivity
and humour bringing to the audience
clarity and appreciation.
The event was considered, by all, to be
a great success, as was indicated by the
robust manner in which the audience
conveyed their feelings by giving long
and hearty applause.

On the following pages, Rowan has
shared with us three poems from his
latest book Collected Poems. The book
will be launched on 15 Dec 2021 and
you will be able to attend the launch as
it’s online. Details for registration are at
the end of this article.
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I’m intrigued by the image-echo between the tree of Paradise
Lost and the ‘golden tree’ of the Hesperides evoked in the
Attendant Spirit’s song in Comus. Milton meditates on lost
trees, imagines being lost in a forest, loses his sight of the
Photo: John Evans

‘broad fields of the sky’, depends on others to lead and read;
this poem is a walk with Milton into different kinds of
darkness and different kinds of loss and longing.

‘...Of that forbidden Tree’
Words gather at the forest’s edge, awkwardly,

What hath night to do with sleep?

at the hill’s foot. You can usher them

says the demon, slipping behind

to where he feels for hands and bread, take

the bushes, always round an imagined corner

their husked grains to the mill, the winepress

of the wet, shrinking globe,

of the wrath of God. Round and around,

as milky oceans rise, pushing closer

like Hesperus and his daughters three, but

curtains and girdles. Someone pushes

no golden tree, only the sweaty vintage

the stone round and around, grinding

that anger presses. Day shuts his eye,

things smaller, black grit between

and the broad fields are lost. And he stays,

the wheels of earth and heaven,

standing, standing, saying and standing,

eyeless. The demon smiles.

searching to see the tree for the wood.

Hands feel for hands, the warm
bread that angels not manacled with joint
or limb break in a slow afternoon,
as the late paradisal light
lengthens across a future
streaming away from the garden’s
foothills and marshes, over the levels
where night begins falling. Fingers
search for the keys, the stops,
the strings; they wander all night
over cold sheets. What hath night to do?
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Easter Sunday 2020
The doors being shut
The moon’s soft gong
has sounded somewhere, dawn
air padding at it, and the dense
flurry rises, prickles and liquid,
chit and purr, and the breath
of soil, grass, blossom, the dressing
gown, drapery not yet burned
off by hardworking heat.

I don’t want thick air,
the breathless damp neighbourhood
of voices and beating words,
the cloud swaddling and rubbing
with old practised polishing
sweeps of a working thumb. A tall
man’s length from me, do you know
how I want that?
Heart burn

Walk into it, the cloud
discovered only in this
cold space, walking a tall
man’s length from the next
riser from sleep. This is
the cloud in which stones
grind fast, spark, and the first
fire jumps out above the sun.

Standing here, weather
moves through us, drifts
like microbes or like neutrons
falling, clouds of prickling
song or picking nails. A tall
man’s length away, unmoving,
is the visitor, whether in touch
or not I can’t decide.

Noli me tangere

The moon, rinsed to a shred,
dissolves. Clouds are sucked
upwards. Light turns raw,
earth dries out. So what am I
hungry for, the globe of shining
distance, for the palm
of breath and liquid sound against
the face, for the thin, thin

I could have said, Don’t touch
me; never mind the doctrine
mandating your distance, why
should you have the right
to probe and roam wincing skin,
browsing to find the little
doorways into familiar pains?
I don’t want what I know,

Unseeable gap between breath
and breath, opening and clenching,
where it burns so hard, so
quick you don’t know hot
from cold or now from then
or I and it, the needle point
where the gong starts to blossom
and the air quivers with wounds and difference?
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Bedtime: for RMW after twenty years
You sit sometimes, watching them fall asleep,
sleepy yourself, impatient and resigned at once,
and out of nowhere come the pictures. Sitting
beside a well, waiting for the dark gulp
of a dropped penny. Sitting beside a stream
under the rain, watching the water build
and spill. Sitting beside the witch’s fire where
the pan of spells shivers and spits, and pricks
a watcher’s careless hand in the stories, so
that he claps it to his mouth and finds this kiss
has made him understand the speech of birds;
sitting beside the water, still or closing silently
or restless, running with talk, or boiling and painful,
the element of sea change, whale’s radar and birds’ speech.

Collected Poems by Rowan Williams: Carcanet Book Launch
Wednesday 15 Dec 2021, 19:00 to 20:00
Location: Online
Celebrate the launch of Collected Poems by
Rowan Williams. Hosting the reading will
be fellow Carcanet poet Rachel Mann,
joining Rowan to discuss the new book.
The event will feature readings and
discussion, and audience members will
have the opportunity to ask their own
questions. Register here and let the
publisher know you can make it by joining
the Facebook event.
Registration for this online event will cost
£2, later redeemable against the cost of the
book. All attendees will receive the
discount code and how to purchase the
book during and after event.

Please note that there is a limited number
of places for the reading, so do book early
to avoid disappointment. You should
receive a confirmation email with details
on how to join after you register. If this
does not arrive, please contact the
publisher and let them know. Please also
be aware that clicking 'attending' on the
Facebook event will not guarantee your
place — you must complete the Zoom
registration by clicking the publisher’s link
below:
Register here
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Past Presidents’ Lunch
For many years Edgar McCarthy
(President in 2004) has organised the
Past Presidents’ Lunch at Langland Bay
Golf Club. This year’s highly successful
event, held on 5th November, was
attended by thirteen Past Presidents,
our current President, Keith Ferguson,
Secretary, Pam Bashford and many of
the Presidents’ wives/partners. Bill
Gibbs (President in 2006) was the
after-lunch speaker; he regaled the
gathering with memories of his time at
school, as an ODA member and
President.

Edgar McCarthy and Bill Gibbs at the Past
Presidents’ Lunch.

Association, wherever they may be, to
become involved in ODA activities. If
you have any further ideas as to how the
ODA can take advantage of Zoom or
indeed would just like to know how to
use it to communicate with ODA friends
and contemporaries, please contact me
at the address below. I look forward to
hearing from you!
philstone1@icloud.com

The ODA and Zoom
In September 2020, the ODA purchased
a Zoom licence to facilitate communications between officers and members of
the Association at a time when face to
face meetings were largely thwarted by
the pandemic.
The Zoom licence has been used since
to carry on ODA business, including the
Annual Lecture, the AGM and ODA
Committee Meetings. It has also been
used more informally as a means of
fulfilling a primary aim of the Association, namely that of keeping its members in touch with each other. With the
help of Zoom, this has been achieved by
one group of ODs through the medium
of a weekly ‘chat group.’ Please see page
15 of issue 38 of The Dy’vorian – new
members of this group, by the way, are
always very welcome!
Although Zoom is not everyone’s cup
of tea, and has its limitations, it
nevertheless allows members of the

Important Reminder
If you’ve changed your contact details,
please notify a committee member so
that our records can be updated.
The Dy’vorian Magazine
Our thanks go to all the contributors
for their superb articles, and to the
Editor, for the outstanding quality of
the magazine. If you have articles for
the next edition, please contact
Francis.
We are currently working to have this
magazine printed, and posted to you
early in 2022; with an omnibus edition
of the previous three online editions to
follow later in the year.
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Behold, the Sea!

Intro
“The seaside is coming to you, for a change;
and not for the first time,” writes Ted Nield.

inundated, unless something dramatic is
done now to curb climate change.
The map above shows a projection for
Swansea, Gower and Loughor Estuary,
of areas that will be inundated after a
one-metre rise in sea level, which experts
suggest will happen within the next 100
years if action isn’t taken now.
Geologists know that, at almost any
scale, there is nothing more variable than
climate, and hence also global sea level.
Global sea level varies because the
amount of ice at the poles varies, which
gives us two broad ‘popular’ levels
through Earth history – an ‘ocean basins
full’ level, when the poles are clear of ice
and the world is in its (geologically more
frequent) ‘greenhouse’ state, and an

Some years ago, I bought a flat in the
Marina. As one must, I commissioned a
‘local search’ - a startlingly useless
document, which flagged up a ‘potential
flood risk’. Scrolling down to the
section where this was identified, I
discovered a map of Swansea Bay with
an arrow pointing to the middle of it,
indicating ‘THE SEA’ - presumably in
case I had never noticed it, or didn’t
know what it was.
But my surveyors were not perhaps
quite as dumb as this document made
them seem. Recent global sea level
predictions applied to British cities
suggest that within the next century,
possibly half-century, coastal areas at or
near to 1m above present sea level will be
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formation of Large Igneous Provinces
(LIP). Fortunately, I can’t point to a
modern example of a LIP, which is a
good thing because every known mass
extinction in Earth history correlates
with one. One formed, however, when
the North American continent first
unzipped from Europe. The hotspot that
caused it is now underneath Iceland,
astride the mid-Atlantic Ridge; but the
easterly remnant of its dramatic advent
can be found in NW Scotland and the
inner Hebrides (notably Skye) and
Northern Ireland. Its influence can be
seen across the UK, and locally, one
distant outlier will feature in Gower’s
story too – the volcano whose eroded
core now forms the Isle of Lundy.
Massive eruptions like this cause
crustal swelling on such a scale that they
can actually reduce the volume of the
global ocean. This in turn causes the
ocean to ‘overflow’ its banks. Globally
rising sea level then causes a world-wide
marine transgression. This, too, is part
of Gower’s landscape story.
Gower’s rocks themselves date from
much more distant periods in Earth
history; but what we see today as the
modern topography, is an account of
‘just’ the last hundred million years or
so of uplift, erosion and inundation as
sea levels have gone up and down in
response to global climate change.
Many of the events that occurred in that
time were one-off, mega events that
have influenced Earth’s climate ever
since. These are connected with
plate-tectonic movements, and the way
these affect global ocean circulation.

‘ocean basins empty’ level, when there is
a full ice age in operation, and ice caps
have extended towards the equator reaching even as far south as our 50-ish
latitudes.
But it’s not only seas that move up and
down. Continents are not like the fixed
edges of a swimming pool – they too can
go up and down locally (ie., over areas
perhaps thousands of miles across). This
is because Earth is soft to the touch, and
if parts of it should become compressed
by kilometres-thick ice, for example,
they will sink over time. The melting of
an ice sheet is geologically quick, taking
mere thousands of years; but it takes the
Earth tens of thousands of years to
become locally depressed and likewise to
‘bounce back’, like your sofa does when
you get up.
So, if ice has depressed a region, the
fast-returning sea will initially flood in
when the ice melts. Over the next few
thousand years, as land slowly rises, the
sea withdraws. This process is still
happening in Scandinavia following the
last glacial retreat, from about 10,000
years ago. This can sometimes create a
stepped coastline, with ‘raised beaches’
that form when the relative levels of sea
and land keep pace with one another for
short periods. Such stepped coasts can
be seen clearly in Scotland. We will have
more to say about the so-called ‘raised
beaches’ of Gower later.
Volcanoes generally affect land level in
the opposite direction; but their effect
can be double-edged. A local volcano can
swell, like an acne spot, as it prepares to
erupt. But global effects follow from the
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many of which may have ceased
operations millions of years ago, but
whose effects still linger. Tennyson, in In
Memoriam, said of the hills that ‘Like
clouds, they shape themselves and go”.
And so they do, but very slowly. This
means that all landscapes are
palimpsests – parchments written over
and over, with much erasing, but bearing
the traces of even the earliest writer. And
it may be that the dominant land features
seen today may be among the oldest to
have formed; and the most recent,
among the least obvious.
If we think, as we should, of landscapes
as fluid, we could compare them to the
surface of the sea. When many energies
are interacting upon it, the sea is rough
and in a state of disequilibrium over
short timescales. When all is quiet, the
sea quickly reaches balance with the
forces acting upon it, and is flat calm.
Landscapes are rather similar.
Look out at low tide from the cliffs
above Fall Bay, and you see a flat surface,
product of erosion by waves over a wide
coastal shelf, thanks to the enormous
tidal ranges of the Bristol Channel. This
surface has been cut (mostly) since the
end of the last glaciation, so you can see
about 10,000 years’ erosion right in front
of you.
That’s quick by geological standards;
but much slower processes, like desert
erosion, will also produce flat surfaces,
given enough time. Think of the interior
of Australia, one of the oldest and most
mature land surfaces on Earth,
continually exposed to the same
conditions for tens of millions of years

We have mentioned the opening of the
Atlantic, but another happened more
recently, at 33 million years ago, when
Antarctica finally became isolated from
South America, and the circum-polar
ocean current (which now surrounds it)
effectively shut the freezer door, led to
massive ice accumulation at the South
Pole, and the period of generally much
icier poles and lowered sea levels in
which we are still living.
All these are ‘geological’ controls on sea
level. On top of them, we must also
consider the bewildering complexities
caused by interfering cycles of
astronomical influence on climate. The
Earth’s orbit around the sun is elliptical,
but varies its oblateness over time. The
inclination of its axis of rotation (the
basic control over winter and summer)
also changes in a cyclical way as the axis
undergoes ‘precession’, like a wobbling
spinning top.
All these cycles (and more) interact
with one another, coming in and out of
phase, in what have become known
(since their joint, but independent
discovery by a 20th Century Serbian and
an 18th Century Englishman) as
‘Croll-Milankovitch Cycles’. These have
controlled the finer detail of the advance
and retreat of glaciers during the period
(of about the last million years)
commonly referred to as ‘The Ice Age’
(but which consists of many separate
glacial advances and retreats).
The study of landforms –
geomorphology – involves looking at
landscapes as the end products of a
number of very long-lived processes,
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is what you would have seen from the top
of Paviland Cliff, for example, say 15,000
years ago. But wait – this would mean
that the cliff, and the wide forested
coastal plain below, were both already
there, before the glacial advance that
caused the sea to fall by those 40 metres
globally.
This in turn tells us that the current
cliffs and beaches of Gower were not
formed, fresh and new, just when the sea
finally rushed back, 10,000 years ago.
They are much more ancient, and indeed
are themselves the ‘fossil’ remnants of
still older high-stands of the sea (which
– as I said earlier – do tend to have
‘popular’ levels to which they return,
more or less, time and again, as the ice
caps expand and contract). Erosion’s
moving finger returns to pick up where it
had left off.
Oxwich Point, Great Tor, from Southgate cliffs, below, clearly shows the 67
metre (‘200 foot’) wave-cut platform.

© Ted Nield

- and mostly flat. Does a planed surface
(see Picture 2) denote fast marine
planation, or slow, terrestrial erosion in
the long distant past?
One expanse of modern wave cut
platform can be seen from my balcony in
the Marina. Here, at low tide I can see
the famous ‘fossil forest’, containing
stumps of trees and roots, bear teeth and
occasional deer antlers, which is the very
surface over which the sea rose 10,000
years ago as the glaciers melted and
global sea levels rose (about 40 metres).
Sea levels clearly rose quickly - fast
enough to overwhelm trees as they grew,
without washing them away, or the soil
they grew in!
Before that geologically sudden event,
while the last glaciation still held sway,
the River Severn lay far away in a narrow
channel in the middle of what is now its
wide estuary, and hundreds of square
miles in between were covered by
gloomy forest full of game and bear. This
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Dr Ted Nield (Year of 67) is a retired
science writer. Formerly editor of
Geoscientist magazine, he has also
written several popular science books
for Granta – and Underlands – a
journey through Britain’s lost
landscapes (2015), which partly
explores the lost landscape of childhood
in Swansea.

Just how old is it? Were Cefn Bryn,
Rhosili Down and others once islands?
In the next installment we shall look at
a few of the more striking features of the
Gower landscape that relate to past
sea-level change. When did that
shelf-like notch in the corner of Pobbles
Bay form? Is it really a ‘raised beach’ as
geography teachers tell us? The shelf at
the foot of Rhosili Down looks so like a
‘raised beach’ it has appeared in
textbooks. But is it?
And why could you once have sailed up
a drowned river valley from Three Cliffs
to Parkmill, Green Cwm and Ilston
Valley? Why is the top of Oxwich Point
(picture 2) so flat? When was Gower an
archipelago of Old Red Sandstone
islands? And what did that have to do
with Lundy Volcano, the opening of the
Atlantic – and North Sea Oil?

© Ted Nield

Acknowledgment
I am greatly indebted in preparing these pieces to
old Gowertonian Peter Kokelaar, formerly
Herdman Professor of Geology in the University
of Liverpool. Since returning to his native soil in
Blue Anchor, he has compiled an impressive
amount of up-to-date research on Gower geology
and hydrogeology, now available in book form
from Gomer Press (ISBN 978-1-3999-0335-6).
The hardback, colour-illustrated large-format
book, All Our Own Water, may be obtained via
www.kokelaargower.com, price £20 + p&p

Boulder-strewn platform or ledge in Pobbles Bay. This forms part of the widespread ‘Patella’ beach, which
generations of schoolkids in Swansea have been taught is a ‘raised beach’. Whether this is the correct
term or not we shall leave for the next instalment. However, this incised, flat ledge, and the various
surviving peri-tidal deposits dating from the same time, are the last remnants of an exceptionally high
stand of sea level that occurred during the Pleistocene, around 123,000 years ago.This was a time, called
an interglacial, when the world warmed and global sea level stood about 10m higher than it does today.
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A Life in the Law
Stuart Batcup (1956-63)

Stuart, in his uncomfortable 1990s working clothes: a three
piece morning suit, a black robe, stiff starched wing collar
and tabs, and a very itchy wig.
It was not at all like school or university
even though we had to prepare for
hypothetical cases in advance. No one was
criticised for getting it wrong in
unfamiliar case settings, and we covered a
huge amount of ground. Friendships were
forged at the bar in the evenings, which
were to endure for over thirty years.
The air was one of great optimism as
Lord McKay’s Courts and Legal
Services Bill was going through
Parliament at the time and we knew that
when it would become law in 1990,
Registrars would be re-designated as
District Judges, and given a much
greater jurisdiction than had hitherto
been the case. Grey Hughes in particular foresaw a sea change and a much
more rewarding career ahead, both

Having been appointed a Deputy
Registrar of the High Court and the
County Court in March 1989 on the
recommendation of Grey Hughes, the
resident District Registrar at Swansea,
my judicial career commenced on 1st
May 1989 when I attended a residential
Induction Course at a centre in Essex.
It was a steep learning curve as the sixty
or so of us who attended had come from
all across England and Wales, with many
different experiences. In my case I had
no experience at all of Divorce and
Family law, while many had no
experience of Civil Law.
Fortunately, our tutors were all
established Registrars in their own right,
who brought a wealth of practical
experience to the training modules.
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mortgage arrears possession cases every
ten minutes. It sounds grim, but with the
discretions given to me by the law, I was
able to help many to save their homes.
I enjoyed it so much that again with
the encouragement of the, by now,
District Judge Grey Hughes, after less
than three years I put my name forward
for the vacant position of District Judge
to the Merthyr Tydfil Group of Courts,
which led to an interview by a panel of
three in the Lord Chancellor’s Tower in
the Houses of Parliament in June 1992.
It was quite a bizarre experience as the
waiting room seemed to be the Lord
Chancellor’s lounge with the toilets off
signposted ‘Peers’ and ‘Peeresses.’
It was a sunny day and the interview
room above had magnificent views on
three sides over the Houses of
Parliament and the Thames. I was the
first to be interviewed and felt quite
relaxed. The interview went well.
Some six weeks later, the day after
returning from a successful family
holiday abroad, much to my relief, a well
stuffed letter landed on the doormat
offering me the appointment. It took
some six months for me to unravel
myself from my partnership in time for
the swearing-in in December 1992.
One thing that had to be sorted out
during that time was my wig…another
bizarre experience entailing a visit to
Ede and Ravenscroft in Chancery Lane.
All sorts of strange measurements were
taken around my head, and when I
commented that it was on the large side
and that at home I was known as ‘the
Mumbles Head’, the reply I received

intellectually and financially and he was
to be proved right.
Many lessons were learned at that
course, and two in particular were to
remain constantly with me, namely:
“Don’t become pompous; judge-itis
is a virtually incurable condition
which does you no good.”
and
“Don’t worry about appeals to
higher judiciary; for even if your
decision was over-turned it was
unlikely to be said that you had got
it wrong; the worst that could
happen was that it would be said
that ‘learned District Judge had
misdirected himself in law.’”
Armed with this good advice, a
Dy’vorian sense of humour and a regular
subscription to Private Eye, to maintain
a healthy scepticism, I was set loose on
the unsuspecting litigants in September
1989. I was limited to twenty sitting days
a year, and having got over my first ‘stage
nerves’ I soon felt that this was the job
for me. There were no management,
supervision or business issues to trouble
me; my time in court was entirely
concerned with people at their most
vulnerable, facts, the law and daily
rigorous intellectual challenge.
I felt that I was giving something back
particularly when dealing with the fallout
of the miner’s strike and the destruction
of many mining communities as a result
of the combined efforts of Maggie
Thatcher, Michael Heseltine and Arthur
Scargill. I would spend whole days sitting
at Pontypridd dealing with rent and
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people there and had to recuse myself
too often. My bailiwick covered the
Neath and Afan Valleys, and Swansea
Valley north of Clydach generating a
wide range of work.
When my wife and daughters
persuaded me to move to Staines County
Court in 2004, they thought I would
benefit from the cosmopolitan
experience which was so different from
white Welsh Neath. How right they were.
I went from an Old Testament on my
Desk to take oaths from Jewish
litigants, and a New Testament for
Christians to eight holy books each with
their own different oaths. Despite these
cultural differences the work was much
the same, save that when doing high end
divorce financial cases I was dealing in
millions of pounds rather than tens of
thousands!
But what of the job? One of my ‘wag’
colleagues defined the new District
Judge as:

was ‘Yes Sir, I think we’ll have to use the
largest block!’
In those days about half of my time
was spent wearing full court dress; a
three-piece morning suit, wing collars
and tabs, robe and the wig. It was not
the most comfortable outfit and my
head tended to itch in the afternoons.
Bridgend County Courtroom’s windows
were sealed, and there was no air
conditioning, so at the end of a day’s
trial I would end up as a grease spot.
Fortunately, full Court Dress had
virtually disappeared from the Family
and Civil Courts by about 2006, so the
Circuit Case for carrying the wig
around, shown below, has largely been
gathering dust ever since.

“A judicial office holder in the county
court, having grown up from clerk via
registrar. In 1888 they were allowed
to hear contested debt cases –
provided the amount involved did not
exceed £2. Some lawyers believe that
this should still be the limit. In fact, the
unsung heroes of the county court
system. Underpaid and overworked
individuals who sit in tiny courtrooms
dealing, in person, with litigants with
intractable problems no selfrespecting lawyer will touch.
Constantly making impeccable
decisions without help from litigants
or lawyers.”

The first few years were peripatetic
involving a lot of travelling around the
Merthyr Group, but by 1997 I became
the resident District Judge at the newly
constructed County Court at Neath.
I never had any aspirations to sit in
Swansea as when I did, I knew too many
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Here are a few examples when my
somewhat quirky sense of humour saw
me through:
The lady from Hounslow who was
refusing to pay her late husband’s
funeral account. Her defence was that
“Mr X did not conduct the funeral with
dignity. My husband wanted to be
buried in his pyjamas with his teeth in,
but Mr X chose to bury him without
either.” After gauging her very real
distress I cut his bill by half.
The undertakers who had set up a
‘new-fangled’ funeral home in Knighton
and used the local free newspaper to
advertise. It had taken the newspaper
three tries to get the advert right, and
although the last looked better the
heading read “Family Fun Funeral
Business” instead of “Family Run
Funeral Business.” Needless to say, the
undertakers refused to pay, and the
paper was daft enough to take them to
Llandrindod County Court for payment.
As well as refusing to pay on the basis
that the service provided was
‘worthless’, the undertakers made a
counterclaim for loss of business!
Neither party was represented, and as
the undertakers had come in their
working clothes and looked very
solemn, they brightened up when I
dismissed the claim and the
counterclaim as they could not prove
any loss; I did also order the paper to
pay the legal costs they had incurred
before the case started.
Talking of ‘working clothes’, a
chimney sweep apologised for attending
Brecon County Court covered in soot.

By the time I fully retired in 2020 there
were about 400 District Judges spread
out across England and Wales. We dealt
with about 90% of the country’s civil
work, with the balance being done by
Circuit Judges and High Court Judges:
we dealt with all Small Claims up to
£10,000 in value and most Fast Track,
one day cases worth up to £25,000 in
value involving personal injury, occupational health, property, anti-social
behaviour, bankruptcy and inheritance
disputes: this was done alongside
domestic violence cases, private and
public law children’s cases and divorce
financial cases. It usually involved three
or four trials a week, the difference from
criminal law being that we were not only
the judges but also the juries. It was a
very busy life, especially when we had to
deal with urgent cases like prohibiting
parents from fleeing the country!
A more erudite colleague wrote:
“Going to court is no laughing matter. It
is a serious business and often a time of
stress and distress. However, one does
not have to be solemn to be serious.
Humour has its part to play in human
relations, both in relaxing tensions and
as an effective way of making a point,
and in both of these roles, humour is not
out of place in a court of law. The law is,
and should be, majestic, but it is our
servant and not our master. It is always
important to remember in court that we
are all human beings and that good
humour can be important in keeping life
and its problems in perspective even, or
indeed especially, during the trials and
tribulations of litigation.”
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I told him not to worry as I too had
problems with my working clothes, and
promptly arranged for my usher to
produce a hard wooden chair for him to
sit on.
When sitting at Staines County Court,
I had listed before me an application by
a social landlord for a possession order
in somewhat unusual circumstances.
The tenant was constantly in breach of a
covenant not to enter the attic of the
property in question as he had been
using it to store all sorts of detritus. He
had put his foot through the ceiling on
at least three occasions, and the
repeated damage being caused was the
immediate need for the application.
When the case was called, what
appeared to be a tramp was ushered in
accompanied by a very well dressed
individual in a three-piece suit with
smart collar and tie. I was told that the
defendant was accompanied by his
social worker. No prizes for guessing
which was which! The ‘tramp’ did a
good job and the case was adjourned on
condition that the tenant complied with
his covenants. We never saw him again.
The claim by the amateur jockey against
a horse rehabilitation charity when he
was thrown off a retired race horse before
her Majesty at the Windsor Royal Horse
Show. He had sustained quite serious
injuries and had engaged lawyers to bring
a ‘No Win-No Fee’ claim for damages in
excess of £50,000. I didn’t really need
any help in deciding to dismiss the claim.
Evidence was given by none other than
David Broome, that any-one riding a
horse should expect to fall off!

The American couple who had to come
back to Court to ‘work out’ aspects of their
Divorce financial settlement following a
change of circumstances. Their house on
St Georges Hill Weybridge was to be sold
for £4.3 million, as part of a complicated
adjustment including spousal and child
maintenance. The teenage daughter was
very ill with anorexia so implementation
had been delayed by two years, and they
were all in a fix. The husband was a
‘wealth manager’ by profession who had
personally lost £1.6 million during that
two-year gap. I couldn’t resist slipping
into my judgment the words, “There is an
adage that a solicitor who acts for himself
has a fool for a client: it seems that the
same might be said of wealth managers!”
No offence was taken as I was able to
unravel all the problems in a way that
suited them both; indeed this was one of
the very few cases where both husband
and wife thanked me for my decision…
over the heads of their solicitors and
barristers.
But the most fascinating case of all
that I was involved with was one that
arose from a parallel unremunerated
career which had propelled me through
the tangled labyrinth of the working of
the disestablished Anglican Church in
Wales. The story goes like this:
Being a half-decent member of Dynevor
School choir, our music master ‘Porky’
Richards persuaded me to join our local
church choir as he was the director of
music there too. With the lure of being
paid 1s 6d per week wages, I joined the
choir of All Saints Church, Oystermouth
in March 1958, and I am still there.
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appointed Chair with myself and the
Archdeacon of Margam as ‘wingers.’
Essentially the respondent who was
Rector of two parishes on Anglesey had
been suspended by the Bishop because of
certain allegations which had been made
in a Sunday newspaper as to his
relationship with at least one parishioner.
As the respondent was also alleged to
have disobeyed the orders of the Bishop in
continuing to act as Parish Priest after he
was suspended, the only thing that the
Bishop could do was to level charges
against him in the Provincial Court as the
domestic tribunal charged with dealing
with disciplinary matters.
Both parties were represented by QCs
and the first day passed well. However
by the second day the news of the
proceedings had got out, and we were
subjected to a media scrum with the Sun
labelling the respondent the “randy
rector” as the tales of his misdemeanours were unfolding from the evidence
being given by the alleged adulteress in
open court.
As members of the Tribunal, we were
treated respectfully by the press, but
when reading about me in the Sun on
the Wednesday my daughters in
London became quite concerned to see
their Dad’s name appear for all to see.
They had never been concerned for me
before.
The proceedings were fraught as we
were dealing with a divided Church
community where there had been a
complete breakdown of pastoral care.
There were those who supported the
Rector, and there were those that did

Between 1982 and 1988 I was Vicar’s
Warden which meant that I became
involved in the business and legal work
of the Church within the Diocese, first
as a member of the Swansea and Brecon
Diocesan Board of Finance, then as
solicitor to the Swansea and Brecon
Diocesan Trust and Registrar to the
Archdeacon of Gower. At the same time,
I became involved at provincial level as
a member of the Representative Body of
the Church in Wales, the business arm
of the Church structure. I was heavily
involved as a member, and ultimately
Chair of the Property Committee, and a
member of the Finance and Resources
Committee making me one of the twelve
Charity Trustees of the Church.
When I left practice as a solicitor in
1993 I had to resign my position as
Archdeacon’s Registrar, but my
Archdeacon persuaded me to allow my
name to go forward to become a judge of
the Provincial Court of the Church in
Wales, the ultimate court of appeal.
I was told that the Court had never dealt
with anything more contentious than
graveyard and memorial appeals from
the Diocesan Chancellors’ courts, and it
was unlikely to be an onerous task. My
name went on the panel.
All changed in 1997 when the
Provincial Court was convened to sit at
Caernarvon for a week in October to
deal with the case of Bishop of Bangor v
Williams. As the events complained
about took place in North Wales it was
decided that the judges should all come
from South Wales, so HH Judge
Michael Evans, a Circuit Judge was
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not. The tensions were palpable and we
felt them too as the enormity of our task
became clearer.
We were staying in a pleasant hotel in
Caernarvon, but decided that we would
benefit from a change of scene on the
Wednesday, so we decided that the three
of us and our Registrar would go out for a
pub meal at a popular place at Red Wharf
Bay in Anglesey.
That meal proved to be the turning
point for us as we discovered that we
were all unrepentant fans of The Goon
Show. By regaling one another with our
favourite tales of Neddy Seagoon, the
famous Eccles, Major Dennis Bloodnock,
Henry and Minnie Crum and the like —
“Eccles has fallen in the cement: will he
become a hardened criminal!” — the
tensions were relieved and we
established a bond which fortified us to
press on with the case determined to
wrap it up within the allotted time.

The Goons, 1963.

Alamy Stock Photo

On Friday 24th October 1997 we
handed out a typewritten judgment
which was published on 1st November.
We found the respondent guilty of three
charges of misconduct, found that his
continuance in office in the Church in
Wales would be prejudicial to the
welfare of the church and recommended
that he be removed from the parish, that
he be expelled from the office of clerk in
the Church in Wales and that he be
deposed from holy orders. The Bench of
Bishops accepted our recommendations
and implemented them, and an
application by the respondent for a
judicial review was dismissed by the
High Court in October 1998.
The shock waves that followed all the
gory details having been sensationalised
and made public, and the cost led to
changes being made to the Constitution
that meant that the Provincial Court
would never again sit on such a case,
which, for me, made it so unique.
Who would have thought that such a
distinguished old Dy’vorian as Sir Harry
Secombe would have so contributed to
the annals of legal history!

Stuart meeting Prince Charles, another fervent fan
of the Goons.

Stuart Batcup
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The Streets Around Dynevor
Gerald Gabb

Intro

College Street, Alexandra Road, Gore
Terrace, Pleasant Street, Clifton Hill…
What follow are some ideas on where
some of these names came from.
Our oldest names for roads and
vicinities just evolved. Before the 1850s
there were fields along Oystermouth
Road across which the sands of the beach
were blown. The Slip area today bears
witness after a gale. Hence “the
Sandfields,” a description solidified into
a name. My wife and I travel regularly to
north Pembrokeshire, usually branching
north-westwards near Narberth across
the edge of the Preseli Hills. Just past the
quarrying at Garn Wen and before you
get to Pentre Galar, a farmer has left his
redundant red car beside the road.

People tend to be a bit vague about city
centre street names nowadays. Most
know “Wind Street,” of course; in
current jargon it’s a “destination.” But
otherwise navigation is by phrases like
“…down past Macdonald’s.” I expect we
were the same in the 1960s when
unleashed at lunchtime from Dynevor
on the unsuspecting town (as then it
was) — we used John Hall’s, Peter
Jones’s, Astey’s, the Windsor Café and
top and bottom Woolworth’s as our
landmarks. Maybe Riley’s (the snooker
hall) too. The streets had names,
though: Pell, Horton, De la Beche in the
immediate vicinity, then Grove and
Dynevor Place, the Kingsway, Portland
and Oxford Streets, Orchard Street,
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where there are large-scale developments. The planned town of Morriston
in the 1780s was a very early example.
The varied mix of street names in the
original settlement calls for a separate
study, but suffice it to say that the spinal
“Woodfield Street” directly reflects none
of the names of fields which disappeared, as all would have been in Welsh.
If you look at, say, the large estates of
Penlan, Townhill and Mayhill, there is
evidence of thought and imagination
going into naming, but First, Second
and up to Tenth Avenue in Clase, and
the plethora of streets named after trees
in West Cross, are instances of inventiveness wearing thin.
In what is now the city centre are
examples of naming for all these
reasons, and more. Calvert Richard

It has been there several years and has
become a part of the landscape and
ecostructure. We tend to remark “We’re
nearly as far as the red car now” — and
thus would a place name like Plas-ycar-coch (excuse my hopeless Welsh)
come about.
We live in Woodland Avenue in West
Cross, a suburban street lined with
houses. It has, though, a substantial
stream at its eastern end, and it was
once an old routeway just called Rivers
Lane – a descriptive name. Dyfatty
remains a major junction where High
Street ends and Carmarthen, Neath and
Llangyfelach Roads begin; the names
tell you where the roads lead. This is a
common practice, and can be seen in
central Swansea on a much smaller
scale too. Heathfield off Mount Pleasant
Hill was once the driveway to Heathfield
House, built in about 1790 and
demolished about 80 years later to
make room for quarrying. Worcester
Place, site of the former Castle Cinema,
was the way to Worcester House of a
similar date, but surviving to be bombed
in 1941. St. Helen’s Road probably
originated as the lane leading to St.
Helen’s House which stood westward of
Brynymor Road, and perished in the
face of advancing housing in the 1880s.
Graham Street in Hafod, St. Leger
Crescent in St. Thomas and Ernald
Street in Uplands are instances of
names in the families of landowners
being utilised to christen new streets –
the Vivians, Grenfells and Richardsons
respectively being involved. Such more
or less “natural” naming is impossible

The old Castle Cinema on Worcester Place.
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caretaker’s house. Both these streets
were built in 1852, and what, in my
memory, has always been the car park
opposite was probably the site of the
Primitive Methodist Chapel, built in
1860. “Pell” sounds like a surname; it is
recorded as such, but I cannot track
down the relevant individual. Horton is
surely another personal name. Among
the knights dominant in the lordship of
Gower by the 13th Century were the de
Penrice (or Penres) and de Horton
families; the “de” meaning “of” or
“from” makes it obvious how surname
and place name might be the same. The
John de Horton of 1384 was also a
burgess of the town, and held a lot of
land actually within the castle precincts.
Perhaps he inspired the street name
— an idea reinforced by the fact that
Cradock Street is nearby.
Matthew Cradock was de Horton’s
grandson. Contemporaries called him
“a man of special eminence;” they would

Jones (1746-1847) inherited in 1781
great swathes of undeveloped land to
the north and west of what was still a
little town. In conjunction with the
Swansea Corporation he encouraged
building, and Henrietta and Christina
Streets reflect his family. Veranda and
Heathfield Streets took the names of
mansions his family had owned; the
remains of the former still stand near
the botanical gardens in Singleton Park.
”Mansel Street” might be traced to a
multitude of Mansels, but the most
likely is Rawleigh Addenbrooke Mansel,
Calvert’s half-brother. James Walters
bought a lot of land from CRJ and laid
out large areas of new housing, centred,
of course, on Walters Road.
Until I was a senior pupil, and then,
I think, only furtively, I never used the
doors into Dynevor off De la Beche
Street – you were supposed to come in
through the gate into the yard where
Pell and Horton Street met, by the

The first buildings in Mansel St, with Calvert Richard Jones’s house, Heathfield, on the hillside behind.
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Cradock Street in the 1930s.

Princess Way) in 1682. It was refounded and re-sited on Mount Pleasant
in 1853 with the same Grant Francis the
prime mover. The terrace, close behind
the new Bishop Gore school, was in
being by 1862. De la Beche Street and
Grove place down to which it ran took
the names of more recent Swansea
notables. Sir Henry De la Beche (17961835) has been called “arguably the first
professional geologist,” though his
reputation has been hit recently as his
ownership of a slave plantation in
Jamaica has been highlighted. William
Robert Grove (1811-96), he of the
school’s Grove House, became a
long-serving judge, but his outstanding
achievements were as a young man in
the world of physics. The Grove family
home, “The Laurels”, stood on the site of
the police headquarters, where formerly
was the fire station – on what was to
become Grove Place.

certainly want to keep on the right side
of him. He dominated the town from his
magnificent Plas House in its centre.
After his death in 1531, his name was
kept alive by his resplendent tomb
within St. Mary’s Church, right up to its
near destruction in the bombing of 1941.
Cradock Street existed by 1849 when
Captain Jones who lived at number 2
advertised the sale of, would you believe
it? — two llamas. Here was the Windsor
Café, and the Albert Hall, now (2021)
scheduled for renovation. The street
names Horton and Cradock may have
been fixed on by a man with a penchant
for history. George Grant Francis
certainly had that, and he was mayor in
1853-54. Precipitous Gore Terrace on
the other side of the school also has a
name grounded in history. It harks back,
at least indirectly, to Bishop Hugh Gore
(1613-91) who founded Swansea’s
grammar school in Goat Street (upper
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Running west from College Street,
Gower Street was in being by 1796, and
may perhaps be equated with the West
Street (or part of it) mentioned in 15th
Century documents. We are on familiar
territory; this was the road which led to
the west — to Gower. From the Mount
Pleasant Chapel site, Heathfield Street led
as far as a prominent wych elm, which
gave its name to the area where the
Potter’s Wheel now stands. The whole of
this run was to become the Kingsway. It
was opened in 1951, its name being for the
reigning monarch, George VI, who had
won respect for his role in wartime.
The Kingsway was a central element in
post-war reconstruction. There were
some grandiose schemes, one being for a
processional avenue, all the way from the
guildhall to the Dragon Hotel site. The
Kingsway was a remnant of that vision.
The new town which arose on the
bombsites has been much criticised, but
there are reasons for its taking the form it
did. Its genesis was a complex one,
explained very well in a new book by
Dinah Evans, “Rebuilding Swansea
1941-1961,” published by West
Glamorgan Archive Service.
Gerald Gabb

The first newspaper references to
Oxford and Portland Streets came in
1833 and 1846. Here were names from
the metropolis, chosen to give status to
two brand new thoroughfares.
Alexandra Road was to have been
named Yeo Street after Frank Ash Yeo,
mayor in 1874, but Princess Alexandra
was asked to bestow her own name
upon it, when she and her husband, the
future Edward VII, visited in October
1881. It was a street of grand new
buildings which cut through one of the
poorest areas of the town, and a royal
name was thought fitting. The former
orchard seems to have been nearby,
running towards the hillside from the
current Orchard Street site. Evidences
for an orchard, “Orchard Close” and
“the Orchard Field,” are many and reach
back as early as 1400. At what date a
description became just a name is
unknown, but it is reasonable to picture
quite an acreage of fruit trees at one
time. College Street was a name which
emerged in the late 18th Century,
perhaps named after a nonconformist
college, but the data there is much
flimsier.

My contact details are 01792/613262
g.gabb@ntlworld.com
I still have some stocks of a very large Swansea
history book, The Riverside Town available.
You may be interested in the Swansea History
Journal / Minerva which is published annually.
In addition, I send out periodic emails on matters
of interest on Swansea history to anyone who
wants them. On any of these, please feel free to get
in touch.
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The Aftermath of 9/11
Kevin Williams (1959-66)

Kevin proudly displays his honorary
Newflndr certificate.

The Delta crew didn’t tell us anything
about what had happened for over
twelve hours after the event and then
only being told that it was a terrible
crisis and that all international flights
had been diverted into Canada. We were
still sitting on the plane bored,
frustrated and uneasy.
Wild stories circulated the plane: the
Washington Monument had been hit,
the Capitol destroyed, a car bomb in
Chicago, Airforce 1 having been shot
down. None of course, were true.
My tri-band mobile phone (state of the
art at the time – the smartphone hadn’t
been invented!) was useless, and it took
me 6 hours, on and off, with the aircraft
phone to connect to the satellite

This is a story about the worst
motivations of a few, alongside the
best motivations of the many.
On September 11th 2001, I was one
of several hundred Delta Flight 37
passengers that were on the way from
London to Cincinnati. As an R&D
director for Procter & Gamble I was
on my way to a meeting with the
Dutch Philips company on a joint
project.
We were over half-way when the
Trade Centre attack happened, and
though we initially knew nothing of
the reasons. We were diverted to
Newfoundland. On landing, we joined
what turned out to be a total of 39
jumbo jets at tiny Gander airport.
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Planes pile up at Gander Airport.

history of the town and possibly the
whole of Newfoundland. There were 39
planes on the ground - 6,500 displaced
passengers and aircrew arrived one
afternoon to a town of population
10,000!
The airport worked all night, quickly
and efficiently staffed by civilian
volunteers cooking, making sandwiches
— which were welcome on the plane as it
had run out of food. We eventually got
off the plane at midday the next day – after 30 hours on board, having slept on it
and watched 5 movies — some twice.
The local schools were closed and the
school buses pressed into service to ferry
the thousands of passengers to the
terminal and then out to their billets. A
retired guy was driving our bus, and we
were together with him for a few hours,
waiting to be ‘processed’. The attitude of
the authorities,understandably, was that
any one of us could be another terrorist.
We weren’t allowed to get our bags off
the plane. The driver updated us on
events and analysis.

operator. My wife Sue told me what had
happened. Eventually, the captain
putting the intercom microphone to the
cockpit radio, we heard President
Bush’s sombre address to the nation. It
was becoming clear that this would be
one of the major events of US history.
Those of us from Europe have in some
way been closer to war, perhaps because
it has come to our land, and now it had
come to the US.
Gander is a tiny airport. It is the
Easternmost in the North American
mainland and used to be the partner
airport with Shannon in West Ireland.
They were developed to a far greater
extent than the size of the local town
warranted, by the fact that in the early
days of cross-Atlantic travel, the old
turbo-props could only just make it that
far before needing to refuel. It was also
a major staging post for American
warplanes in transit to Europe during
WWII. It has a huge runway, but these
days, usually few planes. September
11th 2001 became the biggest day in the
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Gander had only five hotels and
these were quickly filled by the
first planes to land. So, we were
bussed out of Gander to a tiny
lakeside village called Gambo
- two stores, library, pub and a
church, where our whole flight
(together with a Phoenix flight)
were billeted. The Rev Robert Oldford
of the Emanuel United Church of
Canada was a fine and caring host as
were all the local people. They set up a
reception for us with soup, sandwiches,
fruit and coffee and two big TVs for us to
see for the first time the horrors that
had brought us here.
It looked initially like we would be
sleeping on the polished hardwood
pews that night, so after food, a large
contingent departed to the pub! The
Trailway Cabin Lounge was a dark and
windowless wooden shack booming
with music, full of locals and a large
crowd of displaced people like
ourselves. The Labatts Blue was good,
the view out over the Gander River
wonderful, though the insects started

Trailway Cabin Lounge.

drawing blood immediately we arrived.
The local barflies told us that this was
the biggest thing to have happened
around here, since they got some
Hungarian refugees from the Soviet
invasion in 1958.
On returning, very weary, we were
delighted to discover that plane loads of
army cots had been flown in from
Montreal – for our use. They were a bit
on the narrow side but very comfy, and
warm with the two blankets also
provided. Much better than a pew!
The next day – there was no news from
Delta as to our departure. Lots of
weary-looking travelers trudged the
hot, dusty streets. The local people were
wonderful — greeting the strangers and
stopping to chat. In the library, the
assistants chased the kids off the
computers so that we could send our
messages. There was only one telephone
between about a hundred of us, and
internet access from a handful of PCs.
With no changes of clothes, the local
stores were looted of toothpaste,
underwear, socks and the like, and were
tolerant with all the foreign currency
being offered. But the good folk of
Gambo again came to the rescue and
organised cars to take us up to the High

Emanuel United Church of Canada.
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School for showers, clean (but
secondhand) underwear, socks and
shirts and free soap and shampoo.
It was a moment of luxury after 48
hours in what we were standing up
in.
With still no news from Delta,
people began to pull together to
make the best of it. After dinner
provided by the locals in the church
hall, a group of five of us headed for
the Trailway for the second
evening.
On day three of our exile, a group
of locals turned out with their
people movers and offered tours of
the area. Five of us joined up with
Ches, who gave us a guided tour of
the coastline and the town of
Gander and its history.
The Walmart store was a welcome
sight, though it too had been looted
by the suitcase-less passengers, but
soon I have socks, underpants and a
fresh new shirt, plus bite ointment,
Nurofen and a bottle of cold water, and
all is a bit better with the world.
Back at the church hall, some
entertainment was laid on, in the form
of two local men in shorts, one on guitar
and the other on a squeeze-box, singing
traditional Newfoundland folk songs.
We were all provided with song-sheets
but were confounded by a combination
of the almost unintelligible thick accent
(seems to be a mix of Irish, West
Country and Canadian), and the fact
that the songs mostly seemed to
concern fish. One of their local sayings
was ‘in cod we trust.”

Thirty-nine planes on the ground - 6,500 displaced
passengers and aircrew.

On our third night at the Trailway,
there was a party mood, as the music
was wound up, in came: “The
Fisherman.” Clad in yellow sou’wester
and hat and carrying a dead cod,
announced a ‘screeching’ ceremony for
all the visitors.
We were all invited to become an
honorary Newflndr (it is pronounced
like that). Recite some gibberish about
fish, kiss the dead cod and slug back the
local (ghastly) ‘screecher’ rum. After
‘screeching’ you receive the honorary
Newflndr certificate. I still have it. A
memorable night.
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Twelve years later, a musical was
written about the experience of the
stranded passengers, called ‘Come from
Away’ -The New York Times’ Critics’
Pick takes you into the heart of the
remarkable true story of 7,000
stranded passengers and the small
towns in Newfoundland that welcomed
them. Cultures clashed and nerves ran
high, but uneasiness turned into trust,
music soared into the night, and
gratitude grew into enduring
friendships.

Day four and the word was that Newfoundland would be getting the tail-end of
a dying hurricane, and it would’ve been
deeply ironic if we were further delayed by
the weather. But hopes had been rising for
the last twenty-four hours that we might
get out soon.
Some US passengers decided to take
their chances to get back home from here.
A story did the rounds, of a New Yorker
— from one of the diverted Gander planes
— concerned for friends in the stricken
city, hired a taxi to take him to New York
– a journey of 1,800 miles, involving a
ten-hour ferry crossing!
But then call came for the Delta 37
Cincinnati flight. Before we left, the Rev
Alford called us to a dignified nondenominational service in the church
— this day was the official US — day of
mourning. We circled the church each
holding a candle, set in an apple (not
symbolic – just to stop the wax falling
on your hand), and sang some hymns.
Then the school bus came for us. We
piled on-board in the pouring rain and
bumped our way back to Gander for
another long, long wait. In the bus; in
the terminal; going through customs
and security (they turned up the metal
detectors — they found a paperclip in
the middle of my pocket diary!); in the
transit hall, and then on the plane.
I got to Cincinnati just in time to get
the plane back to London!
This unprecedented gathering has
since been celebrated in a book:
‘The day the world came to town’ by
Jim Defede – telling the story from the
local point of view.

Yes, well maybe. I went to see the
show when it came to London, and
though the songs were quite good, the
stories more-or-less accurate, the
performances energetic, having been
through it, I found it a strange subject
for a musical. I didn’t think an
energetic musical was the way to
commemorate it.
Looking back, my experience was one
of sombre reflection at having been
close to a world-changing event and
being heartened by the decency of
ordinary people - those incredibly
generous, caring and entertaining
Newfies.
Kevin Williams Year of ‘59
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Future Events
Donations to St Thomas
Community School
An award of £250 in memory of Phill
Davies is to be made to St Thomas on
17th December 2021. Although on a
new site, St Thomas is the primary
school that Phill attended. His son,
Michael, will make the presentation on
our behalf. Headmaster, Mr R. Dwyer,
has arranged for the sixteen pupils
forming the school council to attend
the event.
Keith Ferguson will present a cheque
for £300 to the school — the donation
kindly made by Dr Jeffreys. It is
intended that this sum be spent on an
archaeology or history project, or visit,
which would be in keeping with Dr
Jeffreys’ field of interest.
We hope to include photographs of
the presentations in the next edition of
the magazine.

“Universities in Wales - the new
imperatives.” Iwan (Dynevor 19691976) is the current Vice-Chancellor of
Bangor University and a leading
authority on International Commercial
Law. He is a Barrister, a Fellow of the
Learned Society of Wales and currently
Chair of Global Wales.
Booking instructions will follow nearer
the date, for what is sure to be a very
interesting and enlightening lecture.
AGM
The 2022 AGM is planned for 12th May,
again organised via Zoom to
accommodate members from further
afield. An email will be sent nearer the
date with details on how to sign up along
with links to the essential documentation.
Handover of Presidency
Keith Ferguson will hand over the
Presidency to David Taylor (1968-2002)
at an informal event with committee
members on 17th June 2022. Dr Hywel
Davies (1967-1974) will be welcomed
onto the committee as Vice President,
becoming our President in 2023.

Events for 2022
Your committee is well aware of the
need to get our calendar of events back
on track after the past two years’
disruption and is working hard
towards achieving that aim. Having
missed an annual lecture in 2021, two
are planned for 2022. Professor Iwan
Davies will deliver the first lecture in
March (see below), the second will be
delivered by Professor Peter Kokelaar
in November (date to be agreed).

Annual Reunion Dinner & Golf Day
Keith and Jeff had barely let the dust
settle after the Dinner in November
when they started making plans for the
next one. Having considered a number
of options, the decision was made to
book the Village Hotel for Friday 7th
October 2022. It is hoped that the
dinner will be preceded by the usual Golf
Day event. Details of both events will
follow nearer the date.

Save the Date for the next ODA
Lecture
The lecture by Professor Iwan Davies
will be given via Zoom on March 10th
2022 at 7.00 pm GMT, on the topic of
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Football successes of
Dynevor School in the 1970s
Phil Stone

Wales Schools U15s 1970-71; Steve Clarke is the second player from the left in
the back row; the captain is Brian Flynn.

schools and colleges of Wales. As a
member of the Dynevor Senior team in
the 1960s, I had more experience than
most players of attempts to win this
trophy, being a semi-finalist in both 1964
(lost to St Asaph GS) and in 1965 (lost to
Welshpool GS), before leading the side
that was defeated by St Asaph in the final
in 1966, my last year at school.
Success in the Ivor Tuck competition
continued to elude Dynevor teams until
the 1970-71 season, when for the second
time the school reached the final round.
In that season, the team had six
victories in ties leading up to the final,

Some of the successes achieved by
Dynevor football teams in the 1970s were
unsurpassed in the sporting history of
the school but receive little
acknowledgment in the school’s
archives. This article tries to redress that
oversight by revisiting the unique
achievements of Dynevor football in that
era and by recalling the boys and staff
who contributed to them.
1970-71: Ivor Tuck Trophy winners
The Ivor Tuck Trophy was introduced
by the Welsh Schools’ Football
Association in the 1950s as a competition
at U19 level for teams in the secondary
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Round
Preliminary

Opponents
Penlan
Ynysawdre CS,
Bridgend
Bishop Gore GS

in the first leg of the final in Swansea; on
this occasion, the game was played on
one of the University’s playing fields at
Fairwood, so pre-empting complaints
about our pitch at Townhill.
For the second leg at Shotton, the boys
representing Dynevor were:

Score

4-0
5-0
1-0

Second

Llanelli GS

8-3

Third

Cantonian HS,
Cardiff

3-2

Semi-Final

Cyfarthfa HS,
Merthyr Tydfil

5-0

Goal: Robert Williams
Defence: Gareth Thomas, (Norman) Paul Clement,
Nigel Griffiths, Keith Dennis
Midfield: Robert Meredith (captain), Paul Clement,
Kenny Jones
Forwards:Vivian Evans, Derek Thomas, Robert
Lewis
Substitutes: Steve Clarke, Gerald Morris, Donald
McGoughan, Kevin Harwood

In the late 1960s, a Swansea Schoolboys
U19 team had been established and most
members of the Dynevor squad had won
a place in that team during the 1970-71
season. The captain, Robert Meredith,
had also played for the Swansea
Schoolboys at U15 level and won a cap
for Wales Schools at that level in 1969.
Steve Clarke, still a Fourth
Former at the time of the final,
was captain of Swansea
Schoolboys U15s in the
1970-71 season and won the
second of his two caps for
Wales Schools U15s only a
fortnight before the game at
Deeside.
The teacher in charge of
the team at Deeside was
Mr Spencer Meredith,
who had joined the staff of
the school in September
1970. He was assisted by
Mr Tom James, a
stalwart supporter of not

scoring an impressive 26 goals and
conceding only five.
Unfortunately, the venues for these
fixtures are largely unknown but Paul
Clement, a member of the 1971 team,
remembers that
the second-round
tie with Llanelli GS
took place at the
Ganges. Our school
pitch, Paul recalls,
elicited complaints
from the visitors
about its quality!
Dynevor’s
opponents in the final
round of the
competition in May
1971 were Deeside
Senior High School.
The North Wales team
earned a goalless draw
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only Dynevor football but also the Welsh
Schools’ Football Association, of which
he was Chairman in 1966-67. Tom’s long
career as Chemistry teacher at Dynevor
had ended only a few years before but he
continued to support the school’s
football teams in his retirement.

Mr James accompanied the injured
Gareth Thomas to the local hospital and
saw little of the game. He was unaware
of the result until reunited with the
Dynevor party and its trophy after the
match - a quite emotional moment for
Tom, whose school teams had tried for
so many years to win this national
competition.
1975-76: ESFA U19 Schools and
Colleges Trophy finalists
In the autumn term of 1971, Dynevor
was reorganised as a Senior
Comprehensive School, taking boys of
ages 13-18 from a catchment area that
served central and eastern districts of
Swansea. The reorganisation of the
school increased the pool of talent its
football teams could draw on and, in the
early 1970s, boys from the newly formed

The game at Deeside began badly for
Dynevor when Gareth Thomas suffered
a broken leg. He was replaced by Gerald
Morris, a Fourth-Year pupil, and a
member of the Swansea Schoolboys U15
team. The school magazine of 1971
reports that Gerald ‘had a magnificent
match’ and was part of an unyielding
defence that once again ‘kept a clean
sheet’. Derek Thomas scored the game’s
only goal for Dynevor, a goal that
brought the elusive Ivor Tuck Trophy to
the school for the first time.

Victorious Dynevor squad at Deeside with their trophy. The kit was borrowed from Swansea Schoolboys!
Back row from left: Rob Williams, D McGoughan, Carl Williams, N Griffiths, R Lewis, K Harwood, (Norman)
Paul Clement, G Morris, D Thomas,V Evans; Front row (kneeling): K Jones, Paul Clement,
R Meredith, K Dennis, S Clarke and Mr S Meredith.
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Swansea Schoolboys U15,Welsh Schools Shield Winners, 1975.The Dynevor boys are: back row from
left, first player is Mike Wedlake, second is Stephen Davies and last player on right is Mal Pope;
front row from left, second is Jeremy Charles, third is Clint Davies; fifth player is Keith Jenkins and
sixth is Paul Lewis.

complaints from the visitors about the
pitch, the tie had to be replayed at
Stebonheath Park in Llanelli. A narrow
3-2 victory for Dynevor over the boys
from Surrey earned the school a place in
the final round of the competition.
Walbottle High School of Newcastle
were Dynevor’s opponents in the trophy
final, with the Newcastle team enjoying
home advantage in the final round of
the competition. The Dynevor boys in
the squad for the May 1976 final are
pictured with Spencer Meredith in the
school yard before the long journey to
the North East.
The game in Newcastle aroused no
little interest in the local press and, in
his article of 13 May, the sports
columnist of The Newcastle Evening
Chronicle forewarned the boys of
Walbottle HS of the strength of the
opposition they were about to face:

Senior Comprehensive School often
predominated in Swansea Schoolboy
U15 teams. In the 1974-75 season, seven
of the city’s U15 team shown above were
from Dynevor. Most of these boys went
on in the following season to play for the
school’s Senior XI, a team that reached
the 1976 final of the English Schools’
Football Association Trophy for Schools
and Colleges.
The Senior Comprehensive School XI,
with Mr Spencer Meredith again in
charge, enjoyed some convincing
victories on their way to the semi-final
of the ESFA competition of 1975-76:
Home Whitchurch HS, Cardiff 5-0
Home Pen-y-dre HS, Merthyr Tydfil 5-2
Home Cheltenham GS 6-2
Away Swindon College 2-0

Dynevor were also winners of the
semi-final tie against Hampton School
(Surrey) at Ashleigh Road but, following
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Party that travelled to Newcastle for the English Schools Football Association U19 Cup final.
Back (from L) Stephen Davies, Steve Davies,Tony Chappel, Chris Evans (face largely hidden),
Michael Collins, Colin Westacott, Keith Jenkins, Paul Griffiths (face partly hidden), Mike Wedlake,
(unknown), Mr Spencer Meredith, Phil Griffiths, Clint Davies, Alan Penhorwood, Jeremy Charles.
Front (from L) Brian Griffiths, Neil Burges, Kelvin Rees, David Rees, Stuart Thomas.

Mel Charles’ Son Meets Walbottle
by Alan Oliver
Walbottle, hoping to become the
first Northumberland team to win
the All-England Individual Schools
Cup outright, look as though they are
up against a team of Welsh wizards
in Saturday’s final at Benfield Park.
For their opponents, Dynevor of
Swansea – they are in the English
competition by special invitation –
bring four Welsh internationals
north for their overnight stay in
Newcastle tomorrow. For one of their
internationals is Jeremy Charles, son
of the former Arsenal star, Mel

Charles, and, of course, nephew of
the great gentle giant, John Charles.
Charles, who has been capped at
both Under-15 and Under-19 levels,
plays in mid-field, while the other
internationals are keeper Phil
Griffiths and strikers Neil Burgess
and Clint Davies.
I know the North-East scouts will be
out in force, but they are wasting
their time as far as the Welsh are
concerned as almost the whole team
have been snapped up on associate
schoolboy forms by Leeds United,
Queen’s Park Rangers, Manchester
United, Swansea and Cardiff City.
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The Dynevor squad in Newcastle is
shown here in kit before the game
and outside their hotel.The
supporters shown include Tom James
and Iorrie Mort.

Back: Steve Davies, Stephen Davies, Clint Davies, Neil Burgess, Jeremy Charles, Phil Griffiths, David Rees,
Tony Chappel Front: Mike Wedlake, Keith Jenkins, Colin Westacott, Stuart Thomas, Kelvin Rees, Mike
Collins [Picture and names of players supplied by Mike Wedlake]

not before a ‘goal’ by Jeremy Charles
was disallowed for an alleged
infringement by him. Despite the
disappointment of that loss, reaching
the final of this prestigious English
Schools competition was an
achievement that no other school in
Wales (let alone at Dynevor!) has been
able to repeat.

In the final at Benfield Park in
Newcastle on 15 May, Dynevor fielded
the following team:

Goal: Phil Griffiths
Defence: David Rees, Michael Wedlake, Stephen
Davies, Kelvin Rees
Midfield: Stuart Thomas (captain), Jeremy
Charles, Keith Jenkins
Forwards: Colin Westacott, Neil Burgess, Clint
Davies

The team is pictured above in
Newcastle prior to the game – the kit is
again borrowed, for which very belated
thanks are due to Hafod Brotherhood
AFC!
The Dynevor boys sadly suffered a
narrow defeat on that day, the only
goal of the game being scored by
Walbottle in the second half, although
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